
Parameter Factory Default Description

 
STATUP_MODE 0 This is the run mode that the ESC defaults to when first powered on.  0 == normal open loop operation, 

1 == closed loop RPM mode, 2 == closed loop thrust mode (not yet implemented)

BAUD_RATE 230400 The UART baud rate.  Allowable range 9600 to 921600

PTERM 0.5 The P term for the RPM PI controller
ITERM 0.0006 The I term for the RPM PI controller

FF1TERM 0.0 Feed forward terms used for the RPM controller.  Closed loop RPM mode will not function until FF1 & 
FF2 terms have been set.

 
FF2TERM 0.0 These values should be calculated using the esc32Cal program with the --r2v option

CL1TERM 0.0 CL1TERM through CL5TERM are used by the virtual current limiter which will not function until they are 
set.

CL2TERM 0.0 If CL1TERM through CL5TERM is not set, a PI controller will be used for current limiting instead.
CL3TERM 0.0 CL1TERM through CL5TERM can be calculated using the esc32Cal program with the --cl option.
CL4TERM 0.0
CL5TERM 0.0

SHUNT_RESISTANCE 0.5    This parameter should NOT be changed from the factory default!!! (Value in milliohms)
MIN_PERIOD 50 The minimum commutation period allowed in microseconds
MAX_PERIOD 12000 The maximum commutation period allowed in microseconds

BLANKING_MICROS 30 The number of microseconds to ignore back EMF after a commutation.

ESC32 User configurable parameters: 
Generally, no parameters will need to be changed for normal out of the box PWM operation.  However, there are various parameters that can be set .  Each 
parameter is a single numerical value.    Note that some combinations of parameters can cause damage to your motor or ESC.     It is recommended to 
leave most values at their default values unless you are sure of how they impact function and operation.  



ADVANCE 15 The amount of timing advance in electrical degrees.  There are 60 electrical degrees in a commutation 
cycle.  This value can be set from 0 to 30 degrees.

START_VOLTAGE 1.1 The amount of voltage presented to the motor during startup. Allowable range is 0.1v to 3.0v
GOOD_DETECTS_START 75 Once started, the number of good, in order zero crossings needed to be detected before the motor is 

considered to be in the running state.
BAD_DETECTS_DISARM 48 The number of missed zero crossing detects allowed before the ESC considers the motor not to be run-

ning at which point will go into the disarmed state.

MAX_CURRENT 20 The maximum amount of current in amps that the ESC will allow.  Current is dynamically regulated.  Al-
ways set this value low and only increase it if you know what you are doing.

SWITCH_FREQ 20 The output PWM pulse frequency used to power the motor windings in KHz.  Valid range is from 4KHz 
to 64KHz.

MOTOR_POLS 14 The number of magnetic poles used in the motor's construction.  This value only needs to be set cor-
rectly if you want to use the RPM closed loop mode.

PWM_MIN_PERIOD  2200 The minimum period in microseconds that the ESC will consider an input PWM waveform to be valid.  
Default value represents approx 450Hz

PWM_MAX_PERIOD 25000 The maximum period in microseconds that the ESC will consider an input PWM waveform to be valid.  
Default value represents approx 40Hz

PWM_MIN_VALUE 750 The minimum input PWM pulse length in microseconds which the ESC will consider to be valid.
PWM_LO_VALUE 1000 The input PWM pulse length in microseconds for the lowest throttle setting.
PWM_HI_VALUE 1950 The input PWM pulse length in microseconds for the highest throttle setting.
PWM_MAX_VALUE 2250 The maximum input PWM pulse length in microseconds which the ESC will consider to be valid.
PWM_MIN_START 1100 The input PWM pulse length in microseconds at which the motor will be started.  Once running, the 

throttle can be brought as low as PWM_MIN_VALUE as long as the motor does not stall.

PWM_RPM_SCALE 6500 The scale of the input PWM pulse length.  In closed loop RPM run mode, PWM_LO_VALUE will indicate 
0 RPM and PWM_HI_VALUE will indicate this RPM.   Closed loop modes only!

FET_BRAKING 0 Turns on regenerative braking in closed loop modes (experimental),  0 == off, 1 == on. 
  Closed Loop modes only!


